Things to improve in your scientific paper

- Precise word choice in titles
- Consize technical words
- Focus on what I am studying in the title
- Make sure your title makes sense
- SHORT SENTENCES
- Keep it simple and use clear words
- Use your flow of writing (don’t bother with details)
- Use same tense
- Use active voice whenever possible, and use consistent voice
- USE Spell-checking
- USE CLEAR MATHE LANGUAGE
- Use adjective abbreviations (AA) [if you invent some]
- Be open and flexible for changes
THINGS TO AVOID IN YOUR SCIENTIFIC PAPER

- too many words in title
- Fill words and redundant terms
- AVOID LONG SENTENCES
- Don't talk about 'facts'
- Avoid using the same words
- EDITING TYPOLOGICAL MISTAKES ALL THE TIME
- changing tenses; active/passive voice
- no fill sentences without information
- Avoid complicated/posh words
- Avoid extensive lists
- do not overdo 'important' or 'significant'
- Avoid personal opinion eg. relevant comment...
- Avoid using huge/large... ⇒ USE NUMBERS
- Strange acronyms of your methods
- Avoid repetition